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[00:00] Scenic shots of a river and forest with an orchestral song playing in the background 

[00:05] “An ENG-010 Production Presents” appears on the screen while the scenery shots 

continue 

[00:15] “Based off a Mary Shelley Novel” appears on screen after the previous text had faded 

away; scenery shots continue 

[00:24] Title of video appears “Frankenstein: The Trial of Justine” 

[00:29] A person can be seen parachuting across the sky 

[00:33] The Narrator begins speaking “Alas, Victor Frankenstein, creator of the monster – 

arrives back to the university while away touring the countryside. IT was a rainy Sunday 

Afternoon, the University was live, everyone seemed happy with joy and hilarity. However, what 

awaited Victor, was by no means the pleasant surprise he would have wanted” 

[00:37] screen goes black 

[00:40] Scene changes to the location of Victor’s home in Ingolstadt  

[00:41] Victor Frankenstein is seen walking to his home gloomily in the pouring rain. The 

narrator is speaking. Victor’s home appears to be in a sort of apartment complex as they can be 

seen in the background. 

[00:53] Victor is seen inserting the key to his house and opening the door. 



[00:59] Victor walks into the room and takes off his hood as he peers at something offscreen 

with concern. Narrator ends speaking 

[01:04] Camera pans to a desk with numerous objects on it but with. An envelope as the main 

focus of the shot 

[01:09] Victor reaches for the envelope and reads from the letter “My Dear Victor, you have 

probably waited impatiently for a letter to fix the date of your return to us…but I know it is 

impossible, even now in days of grief, to seek works which are to convey to you the horrible 

things…” 

[01:27] The narrator interrupts “The next few lines, Victor Frankenstein was not prepared to hear 

what he was about to read…” 

[01:31] Victor continues reading “William is Dead! Victor! He has been…MURDERED!” 

[01:38] A flash of lightning illuminates the room as Victor is in disbelief and flees from his 

house 

[01:42] The narrator begins “In Victors disbelief, he rushes himself over and departs for Geneva 

immediately. Unable to comprehend what news had just been told to him…” Victor is seen 

running in the rain presumably to the train station towards Geneva 

[02:03] Screen flashes black and scene changes to a clear sky with victor walking. The narrator 

begins “Once arriving to Geneva, Victor Frankenstein – is hurt. He is in pain, he looks out into 

the lake and Mont Blanc…” 

[02:17] Victor says “Dear Mountains, my own beautiful lake, do you mock my 

happiness…William (sad voice – brink of tears) dear angel. This is thy funeral, this is thy dirge!” 

[02:31] The camera pans around victor as he looks into the distance. A flash of lightning occurs 

as the narrator begins speaking “In the distance, as a flash of lighting passes over, we see an 

illuminating object, or creature of some sort appear walking along the banks of the water.” 



[02:45] Victor thinks to himself in disbelief “What--, What do we have here? Why is he 

here…Could he be? the Murderer of my brother?!!?” 

[02:53] The camera pans to the lake and you can see a creature walking and disappearing after a 

flash of lightning. 

[02:57] Victor walks away from the scene and the screen flashes black 

[03:03] the narrator begins once again “Victor Frankenstein’s heart aches. With hatred and 

sadness. Unable to justify why the monster would do such a sin…” 

[03:16] Victor is seen walking to a house and knocks on the door.  

[03:22] Victor thinks to himself “I know that monster committed the murder. He was the 

murderer! My dear William” 

[03:31] Victor opens the door and Elizabeth is seen weeping on the floor. She gets up and hugs 

Victor, her sorrow temporarily leaving her. 

[03:34] Elizabeth speaks “Your arrival, my dear cousin…fills me with hope. Please. You perhaps 

will find some means to justify my poor guiltless Justin…” 

[03:46] Camera pans over to Victor and the narrator begins “Ah, but Victor had already found 

the culprit to the crime. He could have turned in the monster and freed Justine to a unimaginable 

fate. However, Victors fear of judgement for his creation, kept his mute…” 

[04:04] Victor begins talking in an effort to appease Elizabeth in her time of despair “She is 

innocent…my dear Elizabeth…and that shall be proved, fear nothing, but let your spirit be 

cheered by the assurance of her acquittal.” 

[04:13] Elizabeth begins once again “Oh Victor, we have not only lost that lovely darling boy, 

but this poor girl… (voice breaks a bit) Whom I sincerely love – (wheezes) and is to be torn 

away by even a worst fate. Accused as she is of murdering your brother…my poor little 

William…”. Elizabeth then continues to weep on the floor once again 



[04:39] The narrator speaks “Victor is saddened by Elizabeth’s pain, but is unsure how to tell her 

about his own wrong doings. Victor faces the window and stares into the cold bright light. 

Hoping for a new outcome to spontaneously appear before him but alas, there was nothing to be 

done…” 

[05:08] The scene changes to the courtroom with the judge at the center and the narrator 

continues “The trial has already begun. The judge looks over to Justine the defendant and calls 

on her for her defense; in the looks in her eyes were horror, and misery, and sadness.” 

[05:22] The judge signals for Justine to stand up and defend herself against the accusation that 

have been made upon her.  

[05:23] Justine begins talking “God knows, how entirely I am innocent!” 

[05:27] The judge angrily slams his desk and signals for Elizabeth to speak from the stand  

[05:33] Elizabeth begins “I am, the cousin of the unhappy child who was murdered… I believe 

and rely on her perfect innocence. SHE HAD NO TEMPTATION FOR HER ACTIONS!” 

[05:45] The narrator begins speak once again “However, the judge have had enough of the trial 

and slams his desk in judgement. He shows a picture of William, as well as the necklace that was 

found at the scene. What he had said that day, shocked the whole room.” 

[06:00] The judge speaks “I find the defendant guilty of all charges against her!” He slams his 

gavel 

[06:06] The camera pans across the room and shows the courtroom’s reaction to the news. 

Elizabeth is shock as she believed she helped the court in her favor and Justine appeared to have 

come to a realization of her impending doom.” 

[06:09] Justine is on the verge of death with a noose tied around her neck. She begins “I do not 

fear to die…God raise my weakness and give me courage to endure the worst. Farewell my 

beloved ones, may heaven in its beauty bless and preserve you all”  



[06:30] Justine steps forward to her death 

[06:41] Fin 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


